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CHAPTER I (introduction).
In this probleir( we are examining representatives of a special
class of cubic surfaces on which are found two or six systerrs cf an
infinite number of circles. (See Chapter II (VI-X); Chapter III (VI);
Chapter V (VI)J. As is shewn in the introductory paragraph to each of
the four probleons, this surface is the product of a real pencil of
planes and a projective real pencil of spheres; a projectivity between
the two pencils can be established in a simple manner by passing each
plane thru the center of its corresponding sphere. The spheres of the
pencil have in comaon a real or imaginary circle in a real finite
plane, (See Chapter 11,(1) II; Chapter 111,(1) 11; Chapter IV, (1) 11;
Chapter V, (1) 11), besides the imaginary circle ( x'" * y'"^ * = J
in the infinitely distant plane. Parabolic pencils of spheres lead to
surfaces with a singular point at the common point of tangency.
The real pencil of spheres is determined by two real spheres
and, therefore, its projective relation to the pencil of planes must
be real
,
All planes, passing thru the axis of the pencil of planes, have
for corresponding surfaces either real cr imaginary spheres. These
planes, therefore, cut cut of the surface circles; in special cases,
when the plane touches its corresponding surface in a real point, it
cuts out a pair of imaginary lines with real points of intersection;
cr, when it touches in an imaginary point, a pair of imaginary lines
with imaginary points of intersection.
One of the spheres cf this pencil degenerates into two planes
(E„Ea,); this is cut thru ty its corresponding plane in a real pair
cf lines i a^^a^) ; Ojlies in E„ and is the jy-axis in each problem;
lies in the plane at « or E^, The base curves [circles ic,c^)\ of
this pencil cf spheres lie on the cubic surface also^.and evidently
a is the suppleniental line to c, and Ooc to Coc. See equation of real
circles jy^ ^ ( z _ = in surfaces I and III; also y'" * (z - v)^
=
~a*^ in surfaces II and IV. Also see * y'"^ * z^ = G in all four
surf aces ^77^:/ the \>la.TiQ at ivfinity^
Since only one of the line pairs whose planes go thru the axis
is real, there can appear only three kinds of special surfaces which,
according to Steiner, belong to the third, fifth, and sixth class.
The three lines A (the axis),ai, Ooc form a triangle; accordingly, each
canic section, which a plane passing thru Qi cuts out of the cubic
I

2surface, has with the circle c«, whose plane goes thru n<^, two points
in common. The conic section, therefore, goes thru the two inasjinary
infinitely distant circular points of its plane and is, therefore, a
circle. Therefore, all planes passing thru Ox cut the cubic surface
in circles, [See Chapter II, VI; Chapter III, VI; Chapter IV, (11) VI;
Chapter V,(&) VIJ. Suppose one of these planes cut the cubic surface
in a real pair of lines; these lines must intersect the circle Coc in
real points since is real. This, however, is not possible because
Coc IS wnolly imaginary. Also in no other plane thru Oi besides
(qx,^»C!ocJ can a real pair of lines lie. Therefore, when the cubic
surface belongs to the sixth class in which one of the three lines
of the real triangle (A,ax,acc) is intersected by two other real
pairs of lines, this one line can be only the infinitely distant line
Ooc , The planes passing thru Ooe, which are all parallel to each other,
cut the cubic surface in conic sections, of which none is a circle
because none of these conic sections intersect the circxe Coc whose
plane passes thru Ooc (See Chapter 11,(7) II; Chapter 111,(7) II;
Chapter IV, (6) II; Chapter V, (6) II). If the circle is imaginary,
no real lines can be found besides A and ai among the line pairs
whose planes go thru Ooc because these lines must intersect the circle
Cj in real points, since the plane is real, which is impossible
when Ci is imaginary. (See the summaries of straight lines on the
surfaces in Chapters III and V). in this case cur special surface
can only be of the third or fifth class. But, if the surface contains
the real circle Cx, the line Oa is cut by two other pairs of real
lines besides by^ and a^. (See Chapter II,VII-y and Chapter IV,(2)V),
So the conic sections which the planes passing thru each of these
four lines cut out of the surface are circles because they intersect
the circle Cec in two points so that there are six infinite systems
of real circles on the surface, (See Chapter 1I,VI—X; Chapter IV, VI)
Each sphere which passes thru a circle cf the cubic surface,
vjhose plane goes thru the real lines a of the surface, cuts out of
the surface a circle whose plane goes thru the third line of the
surface a" in the plane of a' a„ (See Chapter IV, (8) VI; Chapter V, (11)
VI). All spheres which pass thru a fixed point P of the surface and
thru the different circles which the line a' has for supplemental
lines, have in common the circle cf the cubic surface which is found
in the plane ( P, a") .{See Chapter IV, (8)VI and Chapter V,(ll) VI),
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CHAPTER IT. ( SUPFACF; I)
I. This surface is generated by the intersections (circles) of
corresponding spheres and planes of a pencil of spheres and a
projective pencil of planes. The center of every sphere (on line O'X'
in Fig, I) lies in the corresponding plane. The pencil of planes has as
its axis the ^-axis in Fig. I, Each sphere passes thru the fixed circle
C, in the :!cj?-plane.
The equation of the plane of the circle C, in the jyz-plane^is
X = 0, (1)
The equation of the sphere passing thru C. and having its center
at (0,0, p) [Fig. I] is
x^ * * (z - v)'' = (2)
Therefore our pencil of spheres is represented by the following
equation
:
x^ * * ( z ' d) ^ - a'^ ~ Kx = 0, {3)
or
A 9 A »
(4)ix - * y^ * ( Z ' VJ ^ = Oi'' * (-;)
.
Center of sphere [x =—
, y = 0, z - p).
The equation of the plane thru the .v-axis and the center of
each sphere is
z or 2 = X
A A
(fc)
l^) may be clearly seen from the following drawing:
/^y i
r
Therefore
tane =
A.
2
-X
Eliminating A between (4) and (5), we get
ix ; * * i Z - Vj^^ = Ol"" + (6)

4a

t'roOi (5) T, = ^ ; sub s ti tu ti iii^ tliis value in (4), we get (6),
Simplifying (c), the following equation is obtainea;
lip X
x''^ * .ly^ ^ -^iD2*D^-a^ = 0. (7)
z
which is the equation of a cubic surface thru the absolute of the
pencil {x,y,7 = .v^ * * z''' = V),
II, Let us now study the various plane sections of this surface,
1. Sections parallel to the j|/^-plane:
Let X = in (7) I: Then we get as the equation of the section
11^ * iz - d)'" = a^ (1)
This represents a circle in the v^'-plane whose center is (0,v)*
Let X = a in (7) I: then we get
or
z^ - ^iDz* > *
.V* * - a^^i? - :^CQ* = (3)
which, when a varies, represents the equation of all sections of the
surface parallel to the z/z-plane. It is evidently a cubic.
2, Sections in and parallel to the >:£-plane.
Let
.V
= in (7) I: then
_ ^vx . „ 2
x^ ' + ( z - v) = a
,
z
or
z« - 2vz^ > - ^ v^jz - = 0, (4)
(4) is the intersection of the surface with the ;cz-plane and is
evidently a cubic thru the origin. This section is shown geometricall
in Fig .VII
.
Let y = a m (7) I: then
- ^ + * (z - dJ''' = a^,
z
or
- 2dz'^ * (x^ - (x^ * p'^ > a'')z - '^jDX^" = 0. (5)
Equation (£) represents a section parallel to the ;cz-plare and is a
cubic thru the origin,
c. Sections in and parallel to the xy-^l^ve ,
Let z = C in (7) I: then
-2x)X'^ = , OT X = : X = G , (6)
which is the equation of the section in the x.y-plane and consists
evidently of two coincident straight lines.



Let z ' a in (7) I: so that
;C * ll ' ( a ' p)^
a
This may be written in the following form:
a - 2p
Let up now study the special cases of (7) which plainly
represents a conici
(a) Let a < V - OL, Therefore a < (v - a) and < iv- a) ^ [=^a-p) ^ ]
Therefore a"^ - fa - p j ^ < C. (negative)
(a - 2v) is negative from the construction in Fig, I. Therefore
the conic as-sumes the following form:
? 2
— ^ .— = 1 t^m and n are positive) (b)
m n
(b) is a central hyperbola with its vertices on the :)c-axis,
(t)Leta=D-cc*. a = z?-c and = (v - a)'".
Therefore (7) il becories
or
X _ ~- ^^-r^-o and x * M^O Vt)
But a - D - a, (Fig. I). Therefore (9) becoces
;f _ i/ = and X + y = , (10)
two straight lines syir.metric to the xz- and .yr-r pi anes
,
(c) Let fp-a; < a < p*a.
Therefore -a < f a - or a > f a - pj.
Frofi either
a'' > f a - p;^
Therefore (7) II assumes the form
:— _ —. = 2, {m and n positive) (11)
m n
(11) is the equation of an hyperbola with its vertices on the y-axis.
In particular let a = p in (7)^ 11^ and we get
y^ - x'^ = cf.^ (an equilateral hyperbol a)(lD
(d) Let a = P * a, and a = a - p.
Therefore = fa - pJ''^, then

7a
X ^ -i^"^
^v- a
or
/o y/ a
X = _ ^'jj, and X = - -y-- jj
or since o = d * ot, we get
X - ,y = X * — - - = (1^)
These equations (12) represent two straight lines also syicKetric to
the xz- and jy^-planes. It is interesting to note that the xy-^
projections of the two pairs of lines (IC) and (12) forn tv^o pairs
of perpendicular lines.
(e) Let < a < '^v* Then
OL < ( a ' d) ; rx" < { a - v) ^
.
Therefore - (a ~ v)^ is negative and also {a - 2v) is negative.
Therefore C7) assumes the form
x^
— = 2 {m and n positive). (15)
m n
(f) Let a 2v or a - 2v = 0. From (7)
y'-^ = (x'"" ^ ( a - V )''^ = - ( '^v - D/*^ = - p*.
y-^ =
-(o^ _ a^;.
y = li/fo^ - ot^y (Two imaginary (14)
lines)
.
(g) Let Q > 'ZD. Therefore - (a - d)''' is negative and a - iio
is positive, Therefore equation (7) assumes the form
i 'Z 2 2
m n m n
(15) is the equation of an imaginary conic.
III. Asymptotes. Let us first get the asymptotes in the plane
y = l\ Then we have from (7), I,
F(z,x,li) = zx'' - 2vx'' + tb'^ * ziz - v)''' - zol'^ = 0, (1)
Since the coefficient of the highest power of z is a constant, there
is no asymptote parallel to the 2-axis. Placing the coefficient of
the highest power ofx=0, we have
z - 2v = G, (2)
(2) is the equation of the asymptote parallel to the :!:-axis, Since
b is not involved in (2), all asymptotes parallel to the :<:-axis are
represented by (2). The projection of all these asymptotes on the

8jcz-plane is represented by z = i'p. The plane tanijent to the surface
at « in the direction of the x-axis is, therefore, represented by
the equation (2)
.
Let y = mx * h in (7),1: tlien
^ D y
Z
(
-)
or
rjc* - i'DJc* * m^x^z * 2mbxz * b'^ z - 2dz'' * p'"^ z - a*'z = 0,
(L) is the orthographic projection of the intersection of the plane
(y = mx b) and the cubic surface on the xz-plane. The asymptote of
this projected curve is the projection of the asymptote of the curve
of intersection. Setting the coefficient of the highest power of x
equal to 0, we have
z " 2v * m'"^ z = 0,
or
z = la constant for any value ofro
,
m + 1
^As we vary m Ithe slope of the plane y = mx * b tc the ;fz-plane), we
get a new asymptote. The totality of these asymptotic planes
constitute a pencil of parallel planes whose base is the line at °=
,
IV. To place equation (7),i_,iR homogenous coordinates, let
7 Y Z
X = ij - z = Then we have
t t t
zy" - 2pXt * ZY^ + Z'' - 2pZ''t * p^'Zt^ - (x'^Zt'-" = 0. (1)
(1) may be placed in the following form:
Z(X'' * Y^ Z^ . 2pZf) - t(2pX^ - p^Zt - a^Zt) = 0, (2)
Equation (2) is satisfied by the two equations Z = 0, t = 0,(3)
Since 2 = is the equation of the ;cjy-plane and t = is the equation
of the plane at infinity, these two equations represent the line at
«= in the x[/-plane. Therefore, the infinite line of the jc.iy-plane is
on the surface.
V. V^e will now give a summary of the straight lines found on
this surface,
1, Two coincident lines thru the origin perpendicular to the
jcz-plane. They are represented by the equations x = 0, x - (11,6),
2, Two pairs of straight lines, each pair being symmetrical to
the ;cz-and yz-planes. They are represented by equations 11, (IC) and
(12) .
A line on the surface at represented by the equation
[IV, lb)].

9VI. We shall now study the infinite systems of circles on this
surface. In the introductory chapter it was stated that this class
of surfaces contains two or six infinite systems ot circles. It can
be shown that Surface I of the present chapter contains six such
systems .
All planes passing thru the straight line ( x , 7. = 0) [V,l]
cut the surface in circles, since it is really this system of circles
that generates the surface. This gives us one infinite system. But,
since there are two coincident lines having the equation (x = 0,z = 0)
we have now accounted for two infinite systems of circles. In this
case these two systems are coincident.
In the following sections we shall examine for the remaining
four systems,
es
VII. Now consider the system of planes which ^ass^ thru the
straight line of the surface
The pencil of planes having trie line, whose equation is (1), for an
axis, is represented by the equation
v^iv * clJx - /(d - a)y - u(z - v 0.) = 0, (2)
U as a parameter may take any real value. The equation of the cubic
surface under discussion is
!
- ^vz'"^ * D^z + x^z * ij^z - z - 2t)X^ = 0, (S)
i
From (2) above, we get
1

IC
z = ^v^(d *ol)x - W(d ' OL^U * V - (T^. (4)
If we substitute the value of z in (4) above, in the equation for the
surface (b), we get the orthographic projection on the jc/y-piane of
the intersection of the plane and surface, t^'aking these substitutions
we get
V- U
^^(r)*o.)x + /(^D-ahy * /(D + a;jc /(v-ajy * x) - '^v Oi
\1 IX \i \i
^ ID jC?
* - v^cl) x''' - v-oi J y'^ - ip® - ^oa^ * ^yi( v^-o.^ ) xy
U |i u
^COt dV'^ 4V0.
, J,
^^(^i-ajx * /Id*olJx * /fo-a;zy ^/(D-cLjy * 4o.x)
U |i U U
+ —/(v^oi)x " —/(P'CtJij + p"" - p'^a ^
-/fp + a^jt" - -/( o-aj x'^y * px^11
- ax"* -/( v*ol) xy^ - -/fp-ajzy® * p;;'' - a.y^ - —/fp^ajx'
* —/(D-OiJij - a^P a-" - 2vx^
u
= 0.
.
Simplifying (-5), we get13 S
-^(v*OL)/(p->-a)x'-^ - —r(v*(^)v^(v-o.)x'''y * --rl v-a)/ ( v+a) xy'''
r( P-aVf P-ay J/^ ^ —^ -Cp^cxjjc^ -/fp^-a^A^u * — ("jD-a;.?/^
oa , ^ '^a .
,
5a
, ^
^ap
, , . , ,
-(v*^)x + -—-^ I u^-(^ ) xy - ~r(p-a)y^ - v'lv+ajx * v^(p-a)y
U V- li

nM M 1-1
= (6)
(€) is the equaticn of the orthographic projection of this
intersection cn tlie x.i/-piane. We notice that it is a cubic, tut we
know that the line represented by (1) above is a part of this
intersection. The equation of the projection of (1) on the xy-^lb.i\e
i s
v'iv*o.)x - r/iv'0.)y = G. (7)
Let us divide (7) into (6) and we get tne projection of the remaining
curve of the intersection. 'Ihe quotient is
1 , ^ , , V So. . , i-a .
*
-(x" * y^) - [—V(p-ay -VfD-a; * /(D-(yJ]y fp-a; = 6. (6)
In order to study this intersection, it is necessary to find
the equation of the conic represented by (8) before it is prejected
into the .v.v-plane. Let us then find its equation in the plane Mh\
[Fig.V (a)] This involves a translation of any point on the curve
[notice Fig.V(a)J thru a distance CC" in the direction of the .z/-axis,
a rotation thru an angle 6, and finally a revolution thru the angle a
Our axes, to begin with, are XG and fO.The following transforraations
from Analytics will change the axis to X'O" and Y'O":
x = Jc'cosG - j/'sine h
,
.
( 9
)
y = x' smQ + .y'cosO * k,
h = G since the translation is in the direction of the .z/-axis.
If we let x and z both equal G in (2) above, we get the
intercept of X'O" on OY, Therefore
-^iD~a)y - [i(~v*<y.) =
y = !i/(D-aj = fe.
Let us now determine sinO and cosG. Kr ce (7) above
tanG =
1 ^ /(D-oc;
n-a

lla

12
Likewise
Now sub s ti lu ti. the values of s i tiB^ co sO in (i-^) above, we get
X = x _ y
/^it? /^l> (11)
y = . x' * y' * ii/f^j-a;.
/I'D /-'D
Now in revolving thru the angle a, it is necessary to find the
relation of x' in the x/y-plane and x" in plane tiH, Since x' and x"
are both measured along lines parallel to X'O" and from the same
origin 0"
x" = x'. (12)
From Fie V (a) (Notice triangle mriii
y' = .[/"cosa. (13)
Let us now find the distance froi to 0"X' (the intersection of
&'/V-plane and .x'.v-pl ane) . Tne equation of this line is obtained by
placing z = in (2) above. It is
^lD*Oi)x - /'(v-ajy > nic-oij = 0, (14)
Placing (14) in normal form, we have
/(p^-a) /(p-(x) }i(o-a;
..
jj ^ =0. (Ic)
/^iD
II
Now the point in plane has the coordinates (0,0), Therefore,
the distance frcm to the line, representoa by (14) above is
^ _
\xij3-rt.)
• ' 72t3n
which is found by substituting for x and for in (15) above.
Since 00' = o - « and YQ =
D-a
.
/2p
tana = -~-
,
from right triangle 00 'K ^ow
cos a =
-777-7
—
7-7 = 7— =
.
(lo)
/(i^tan'^a;
^ 2r . /(fi^-^^v)
From (lo) and (16)
Now substituting in (17) and (llj, we have
y' =
——-Ti/" (17)

(18) is the final equation of transformation. Then, substituting the
values of x and y from (18) in (6) and dropping primes, we get the
equation of this conic in the A'.V-plane or the exact intersection:
T- y - y * ^Uv*OiJ \ + X * —-^•--y-T'TT-T
ii'^/(2v) ^ * a* /2D/lli'*2vJ ^ ' /2d ^ v^2p/7Z^*2dT "
u/^p7?'ii^*2p; " u
^''^ /^p ^ * /ip/r^i'^^iip; " ^ip'^a^
i,p*a
J,
-^ti/f^p^'-a^; U^(p-ot; ^r/D-a ^ p*a
* xy + y^] * ~[ jc^ *
\i. 2v 2pv^(\j. *2pJ 2v( ix"^ '^pj |i 2p 2p ii^*2p'
2, , ^/(p^-a^; ili/fp^-a^^; 5u^(p*a;U^rp*a> - + —
^'p/( ii^*^p; /^'p /^p/( ix^*2p)
2a
— (p^d) = 0. (lyj
Let us collect the coefficients of x^ and y^ in (IS), Wie get
and
J
,
p^a p-a i
- L x^ * x'^ ] = - x^ ,
\x 2p 2p [i
The xy terras cancel out. Letting the coefficient of x equal a and
of y equal p and the constant term equal y, (1-0 may ^? written in
the follov^ing form:
- { X < y"^ ) i-(xx*^y->--i = 0,
or
x^ + y^ + ^MX * ^\iy + y\x = 0. (2C)
Therefore, any plane passing thru the line (1) above intersects the
surface in a circle. Equation (20) represents an infinite system of

14
circles on the surface,
VIII. Let us consider the system of planes which pass thru the
straight line of the surface,
y'lD'-aJ-x * v'io-oLj'u ' (Big.b*) (1)
z « r - a , ^ ^
The pencil of planes having the line, whose equation is (l), for
an axis, is represented by the equation
}/(p->-a)* X * P'(x)' y * li( z - V * =0. (2)
The equation of the cubic surface is
z"" - ^Dz'" * d'^z + x'^z * v'^z - a^z - 2vx''' = 0,. (3)
i'roffi {2),
(4)
1 1
z = p - a - 'y/{j)*^)'x - - (jD^aJ'jj,
If we substitute the value of z in (4) in the equation of the surface
(5), we get the orthographic projection on the xy-plane of the
intersection of the plane and surface. Waking this substitution and
simplifying as in (5) VII, we have
2®
- 2pz' * z * x^z * y'^z - <x'''z - 2]:)x''^
~ 1 3 3
=-^-(D*(x)v^(D*OiJ' x'^ - —r(p*o.J/(r)-OL)' x^y - cx) / ( D*a)' xy^
u u u
3oL , '5a , „ , 3a _ Ian .
p*(xj* x^ - - ^oc^;* - r-^iv^a)* y^ + /(v*aj'x
U U M

lb
/(P'OLj'f/ /(r*a;'.v /(d~ci.J'i/ - W ( p*ol)' x-"
U M |i p.
- V'Oi)' x'^jj " {v*ci)' xij^ - W ( D-o.)' y''-^ (p^ajy" - (v^ajx"
- 0. (5)
(b) IS the orthographic projection of the intersection on the
x.v-plane. It is a cubic. We know, however, that the line represented
by (1) above is part of this intersection. The equation of tne
orthogonal projection of (1) on the ^c.v-plane is
^/(p*(x)'x * /(p-aj'y = 0, (6)
Let us divide (6) into (5) and we get the projection of the
remaining curve of intersection. The quotient is
* L^/^p-a; - /(p-a; - -L/fp.cx;jy * . ^fp-oc; = 0, (7)
Notice I'ig.V (b) for the reiLaining aiscassion of this section.
In order to study this intersect .en, it is necessary to find the
equation of the conic represented by (.7), before it is projected
orthographically on the xy-pla.ne , Let us then find its equation in
the ifiV-plane. This involves a translation of any point on the curve
thru a distance 00" in the direction of the //-axis, a rotation thru
an angle 6 and finally a revolution thru the angle a. Our axes to
begin with are XO and YG. The following transformation from Analytics
will change the axes to X'O" and Y'O" respectively.
A;=x'cos6-i/'sinG*/2
.[/ = ^c'sinO i/'cos9 fe.
If we let both x and z equal in (2) above, we get
D-o^J' y - \x( V'O.) = 0,
or y = ti/(p-oc; = fr. (intercept 00") (S)
Let us now determine sinS and cost!. K'rora (6) above
(notice slope of line 0"Y),
Therefore ^ 1 1 Ad- a)
^''^^ ^ /fi-tan^e; /,,,£!5 ^ /^P
p-a

16
Likewise sin6 = - -— ,
Substituting these values of ft, i?, sine, and cosB in (&) above, we ^et
X . — x' * — — y',
"^'"^ (IC)
= . x' * — y' * u/(p-a;.
Now in revolving thru the angle a, it is necessary to find the
relation between x' in the :c,v-plane and x" in the Mff~plfine , Likewise
for y' and y". Since x' and x" are both measured on lines parallel to
X'O" and from the same origin "
x" = x', (12)
Notice triangle mnrin figure.
y' = [/"cosa. (13)
Let us now find the distance from to 0"X'or distance 01" in
figure. The equation of this line is found by placing z = in (2)
above. It is
^(v*a)'x * /(v-Oi)'y - |ifp-aj = (14)
Placing (14) in the normal form, v/e have
Now the point in :)ci/-pl ane has the coordinates (0,0). Therefore, the
distance from to C'X'ov the length of line OY is
_
OC
_
D-a ^ /££
OY u-Yv'O.) u
/2v
cosa = 7—- yx^- - 'n7~-7~-r—r •/fi^tan'-a; i*^) v'(\i^*2v)
From (12) and (16),
Now substituting (17) in (IC) we get our final equation of
transformation as follows:
/|D-a;
^
u iSj^^, «
'?2x) ' /(l^^^2vJ
^^gj
y =_ iii y" ------— — — .v" * p/fp-aj.
^ V2v V(\x^*2p v'2ri
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Substituting these values of x and ;/ in (7), we get the
equation of this curve of intersection in the iVA'-piane as follows;
-
^
-T-:r- y * 'T:~~r ^ " (^-^^ -l * ^ -r ;7-
ii i^p p/(u''*Xp>) 2pCii^+2p) |i ^p
^pfu^^i^p; »^
P-
- r^^(^i^2lD) ' Zip
^
|i^(p-a; I'a
* -7—
-—7-7 .vJ fp-cj = 0. (ly)
Collecting terms as at the close of section Vll, (ly) reduces to the
following:
^
"(x^ + y'^) * (XX > * y = 0,
or
x^ * y^ * [i0.x * Mp.i/ * \iy = 0, (20)
|i is the original parameter and a,e, and y are constants obtained
from (19 )
.
(2C) represents another infinite system of circles on the
surface
.
IX. Now let us notice the system of planes which ^ass thru the
line of the surface
/Cp-a>';c - /Cp*-(xj».(/ =
z = D <x.
The pencil of planes have the line, whose equation is (.l),for an
axis is represented by the equation:
i/(P'Ol)'x - (p*OL)*y - \i(Z'D-Oi) = 0, (2)
The equation of the cubic surface under discussion is
' 2vz'^ p^z * x^" z * y'" z - a^z - 2px^ = 0, (3)
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From (2) we get
^
Y
^
z = W(p-aj*x - - (p*a)'y * v * a. (4)
If we substrltute this value of z in the equation (5) above for the
surface, we get the orthographic projection on the xy-plane of the
intersection of the plane and surface. Waking this substitution and
simplifying as in (5) VII, we have
z - 2vz * To^z * x^z * y z - a'' z - ^px
1 3 b
-
—rlv-oi)/(p'a)'x^ - - I v-o-J/i v*aj' x" z * i/ ( p-a.) * xy^
[i-" U"* li""
^-^i P*ol)/( v*0ij ' y'-^ * ^(V'OlJx''' - ( D^'^-a^ )' xy * •^(p*a)*y'-
3a
,
„ . , - , 3a , 2ap 2ap ^ .
*
—rlv-ajx^ - --^/h^-a^ )* xy * —r(p*a)y^ * v'ip-aj'x v'(p*a)'y
*
-^/(p-a)'x - ^-\/ (D*a)' y * -/ ( p-a)* x"" - '-i/ ( p*a)' x'^ y - (p-a)x''^
li H \i . \i
1 1
* P7-<x)* xy'-^ - ^/(v*aj'y^ * (p*a)' y'" = (5)
(5) is the orthographic projection of this intersection on the xy^
p)iane. It is a cubic. But it is easily seen that the line represented
by (1) above, is a part of tnis intersection. The equation of the
projection of (1^ on the xy-piane is
v^ip-aj'x - /(p*a)*y = 0.
,
(6)
Let us divide (5) by (6) and we get the equation of projection
of the remaining curve of intersection. This quotient is
[ /( iD-a;* X - y/{p*a)* y^ ^ + I ^^{p-a) * --J{o-a) ^ /(p'a)]x
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In order to study this intersection, we find it necessary to
get the equation of the conic represented by (7) before it was
projected on the x^f-plane, lln the following study notice figure
VI (a)J. Let us then find its equation in the plane A'A'. This involves
a translation of any point on the curve thru a distance 00" in the
direction of the .y-axis, a rotation thru the angle 6 and finally a
revolution thru the angle a. Our axes, to begin with, are 10 and YO,
The following transformation from Analytics will change the axes to
X'O" and \" " respectively:
,
X = jc'cosG - y'sinG * h
y = jc'sinQ jiy'cose k,
h = since the transformation is in the direction of the i/-axis.
If we let X and z both equal in (b) above, we get the distance
O'O" or
or y = u/fo^a; = ft.
Let us now determine sinG and cosG. Prom (6) above
g ^ ^ 1 ^
/(p^g;
/7:*tan^e7 " /^'P
"*
/fi* ;
Likewise
. ^ /fp-a;
sinG = —;
Now substituting these values of sinG, and cosG in (9) above,
we have
/-SP /^P (IQ)
y = * y' u/(p*ay.
/2]D /^P
Now in revolving thru the angle a, we find the relation of x* in the
xy-plane to x" in the //A^-plane. Since a:' and x" are both measured
along lines parallel to X'O" and from the same origin
x" = x\ (11)
From triangle Ttzt//,
J?/' = .y"cosa. (12)
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shall now find the distance fron, to 0"X' or the leni^th of
line OT. The equation of this line is obtained by placinfJ z » in
{2) above. This equation is
*^(f2'a)' X ~ /(p*a)' y * [i(p*(xj ' (13)
Placing (13) in normal form, we have
/^P-ay y'(D*oi) mp*(x)
^
jr b - ' 0, (14)
Now the coordinates of the point in the xy^plave are (0,0),
Therefore, the distance from to the line, represented by (14), is
Zip
From (12) and (15),
y' = 77~TI--7 Ue)
Now substituting (16) in (IC), we have
/(p-a; /Cp + ay ii
/^p /^p /f (i'' -^.ip;
'(17) is the final equation of transformation. Substituting the
values of x and y from (17) in (7) above and dropping primes, we get
the equation of this conic in the ^A'-plane as follows!
1
,
2p ^ ^2p* (p*(x) p/(p^-a^;
li/2p7(V'^*2p) ^ u-^'^2p W2p/i 2p) 72p^(ii'' *2p) ^
}/-2p ^ \i/2pv^( u'" *2pJ ^ \x^i/2p ^ \i. ti^/^p
3a.ip + a) 3a ^(p^^a^J u(d*(xJ
lHlzpv^iU U /^P v^2pv^( U'' + 2pJ
2p ' 2pV(VW) * '2piM^^p) ^ I' 2p^
y"' (17)
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* TT"'vT:r7 ^ (D^a) * .-c^ *
0. (It)
Collecting the terms of (18) as we did at the close of section VIT,
the equation assumes the form
or
* y' * a^x * pMjy * yu = 0, (19)
Therefore, any pi ane, passing thru line (1) of this surface, cuts the
surface in a circle. This gives another infinite system of circles
on the surface,
X, We shall next consider the systerr of planes which pass thru
the straight line of the surface
/Y p-aj' X * /(p*(xj' y =
2 z = V * a
,
(1)
The pencil of planes, passing thru the line whose equation is
(1), has for its equation
/(p^a)'x ' ^(p + o)*y ^ P(2 - p - oij = 0. (2)
|i as a parameter may take any real values. The equation of the
cubic surface under consideration is
- 2pz''' * p^z * x''^ z + y'^z - <x^ z - 2px'^ = 0,
From (2) above we get
z = -~\/ (p-o.)' X * W{p + CL)*y + p + a,
u u
(S)
(4)
If we substitute the value of z in (4) in the equation of the
surface (3), we get the orthographic projection on the xy~plaT\e of
the curve of intersection of the plane (2) and the surface (4),
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Making this substitution and siiu p.l i f yi ni? as in VII, we have
- ipz*" * z * z * u'' 2 - a^z - '^vx^13 3
\^ \x
+
-^lP*a)*^(p*ciJ' * -^(p-aj'x^ * I p'' - a'' ) - xy * -^(p^o.)' y'''
V- SI- |i H
+ -jfp-ajx* * --^yUp-a^ J* xy * -^Ip^aJy" * ^(p-aj-x * /(p*ajy
2a*
.
2oi'''
,
J ^ 1
+ /(r-aj'j: *UD*o^J*y * W(P'<x)*x^ * W (p*o.)' x^ y - io~OL)x^
\i M \x u
'
* WiP'OL)' xy^* Wip^OLj'y'-' * {p*(x)y = 0, (5)
(5) is the orthographic projection of this intersection on the xy-
plane, and is a cubic from the form of the equation. But the line
represented by equation (1) above is a part of this intersection, The
equation Of the projection of (1) on the oczy- plane is
y/{p-(x)' X * {p*a)- y = , (6)
Dividing; (6) into (5) v.e get the projection of the remaining curve
of intersection. The quotient is
-^W {P'O.)' X * y^(p*aj*y]'^ * [--yUP'(^) * ^v^ip-aJ 'v^(p-Oi) ] X
+ L-^/(p*a>l * —r-ZO + a; * /(p*(x) J y + -(x^^y^J * ^(p*Oi) = 0^ (7)
In order to study this intersection, we must find the equation
of the conic, represented by (7) above, before it is projected on
the plane, ^^'e shall find the equation of this conic in the ^'AV
plane. (Notice Fig, VI (b) in connection with the regaining discussion
of this paragraph.) This transformation involves a translation of
any point on the curve thru a distance 00" in the direction of the
j/-axis, a rotation thru the angle 6 and finally a revolution thru
the angle a. Our original axes are 20 and TO. The following
transformations from Analytics change the axes to X'O" and
X = x' cosQ - L''sin0 h,
, ,
( 8
)
y - Jc'sinG i/'cos6 k,
k - since the translation is in the direction of the y-r^xis.
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If we let. X and z both equal in (2) above, we i^et the
intercept of X*0" on the //-axis, in this case we have
Ij « -n/. p^a; » fe. (9)
Let us now determine sinB and cosO, P'rom (6) above,
tane = - -
Therefore
cose = ± = L . illl^l
1* )
Likewise
S-: ne = - ^SBZ^I
Substituting the values of sinB, and cosG in (8) above, we have
vUP'Ol) V{j}*(x)
_
(10)
In revolving the curve thru the angle a, we must find the
relation between x* in the :!ci/- plane and x" in the ^A'- plane. Likewise
we get the relation between i/ ' and Since x' and x" are measured
from the same origin and along lines parallel to 0"A''
x" = jc'. (11)
FroDTi triangle THTTT'in figure
y' = cosoc y". (11 )
'
Let us row find the distance from to 0"!' or the length of the
line 0"X. The equation of this line is obtained by placing z -
in (2) above. It is
v^(r)'0.)*x /(jD*a;*i/ = C, (12)
Placing 02) in normal form, we have
Therefore the distance 0"lfis
p*a
_
Zip
li(p*(Xj |i
Zip
Therefore
cosa =
—r-T— (14)

^4
Krom (14), (H)' becomes
Substituting (lb) in (IC), we ^et
f
^ - ti/fp^a;.
(16) is the final equation of transformation. Substituting (16) in
(7) above and dropping primes, we ^et the equation of this conic
in the ^A'-plane or the exact intersection as follows:
u ii ^p /fu'^ + ^p; u''/^p
uVip/?u'^*Ip; ^' ^'vl'p * uVi;p7fu^*xp; ^ TTp
*
/ip/(u ^"+1'p7 li ' i-P '"^ * -2p/( U^'^XpJ * 'lvi\i''''*2pj ^
1 ,p*o.
^
u^fp-a>) i^|i/Cp^-a^; ^u/rp*-a*;
+ _ L -— j^-^ + li^fo-a; +
^
xjj * .— X
[i ^p ^:d(\x *^:pj i \y * 2r> ) /^p
U*' /^p 7^p//|i**iip7 ^ M*" /-d^p
U.( D'Cl) 2ol ^
^ 7—Tf-— * JitP-oc; (V'Oi) - 0, (17)
Collecting the coefficients of x'^
,
y'"
,
xy , x and y in (17) above, we ge'
the following equation for the curve of intersection:
1
'-(x''*y''J + CLx * y = 0,
or
x^ * * aujc ^\xy * y\x - 0, (18)
This gives us another infinite system of circles on the surface,
XI, V.e have now shown analytically that Surface I contains six
infinite systems of circles. They may be sucmed up as follows:

2f
(1) . Pvery plane passini? thru the l^.ne ( x '
, y » ) cuts the
surface in a circle. These circular sections count as two inf-lnite
systems of circles (VI).
(2) . Every plane passing thru line (1) VII, line (1) VIIT,
line (1) IX and line (1) X, cuts the surface in a circle. This gives
us four more infinite systems of circles. These systeips are
represented by equations (20) VII, (20) Vlll, (1J:>) I)^^ (it ) )(
.
I
CHAPTER III.
I. Like Surface I (Chapter II), this surface is .Jenerated by
the intersections Ccircles) of corresponding sjiheres and a
projective pencil of planes. The center of each sphere lies in its
corresponding plane. In this case, however, the spheres pass thru
an imaginary circle in the z/z-plane instead of a real circle as in
Surface I . See Fig . II ,
The equation of the plane of the imaginary circle in the
yz-p lane is
X = 0. (1)
The equation of the point sphere, having its center at (oc,0,p)
i s
(x - a;^ * y'" * (z - pj'" = 0, (2)
Now the equation of the pencil of spheres passing thru the
imaginary intersection of (1) and {2) is
iz - v)'' - Kx = 0,
or
2 ^
(3)
C3) is the equation representing the infinite system of spheres.
Now, the equation of the plane thru the ;/-axis and the center
of each sphere is
(4)•' X
(4) may be clearly seen from the following sketch:
tan e = —
—
z - ;<:t an 6 ,
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Let us now eliminate A between (.3) and (4) and get the equation
of the surface. From (4)
Z 2
Substituting this result in (3), we get
- * y^ - iz - v)'' = i^-)" - a%
z z
or x^ - 2r)x'^ * z * z'"^ - 2t)z''' * p^z * z = 0, {Id)
or z'^ * zx^ - 2px^ * y^z - 2pz'^ * p''^ z + o.^ z = 0,
z^ * y^ * X'' 5j7z*D *a^ (6)
z
which is the equation of a cubic surface thru the absolute of the
pencil ,
II, Let us now study the plane sections of this surface,
1. Sections parallel to the .lyz-plane. Let x=0 in (6) I and get
the trace of surface in .y^-plane as follows:
(z^ - 2x)z + p^J + y^ + 0.^ = 0,
or { z - p)''- * y'" = ^tx"" . (1)
(1) represents the equation of the imaginary circle in .yz-plane thru
which all spheres of the pencil pass.
Let x= a in (6) I , Then we get
za^ - 2pa^ * y^ z * 2^ - 2pz''^ * p'^z * ca^ z = 0,
°^
- 2pz'' * (i'^ * p^ * a'^ aVz - 2pa'' = 0, (2)
2. Sections parallel to Xjz- plane. Let ij=0 in {^) I. We have
then
z^ - 2pz^- * (x'"^ * p'^ + (x^)z - 2px^ = 0. (3)
(3) is a cubic curve and is the equation of the curve of intersectior
of the :c2-plane and the surface.
Let y=a in (6) I . Then
- 2pz'' * (x^ * p^- * ^ a^Jz - 2px^ = 0.(4;
This is a cubic thru the origin and represents^ as a varies^ the
sections of surface parallel to the xz-plane.
3. Sections parallel to the x^-piane. Let z=0 in (6) I Then
-2px^ = or X = and x = 0. (5)
(1) is tne equation cf two coincident lines thru the origin and
perpendicular to the .Yz-plane

•4b
Let z=a in (6) I. We then have
ax" - ^px^ * aii^ * - Lpa'^ * a * a''' a = 0,
c r "
a
When a < la - LpJ is negative and the above equation assumes
the foliowing form: _ _
^ - 1
.
(7)
m n
a hyperbola with its vertices on the :)f-axis for a constant value
f a.
III. Asymptotes, Let us first get the asymptotes in the plane
yh. Then we have from (6) I, substituting for y:
F(z,x,y) = F(ZfX,b) = zx^ - -^d^jc^ * t'^z * z'"^ - 2pz'^ * d^z * z = 0,
(1)
Since the coefficient ot the highest power of z is constant, there
is no asymptote parallel to the 2;-axis. Setting the coefficient of
the highest power of x equal to 0, we have
z = 2p, (2)
(2) is the equation of the asymptote, in the plane i/=b, parallel to
the vY-axis, Since fc is not involved in (2), the proj ection, on the
xz-plane, of all asymptotes parallel to tne A:-axis is represented
by the equation z = 2p,
Let y = mx h in (6) I, Therefore
Fl z,x,mx-^h) = zx^ - 2dx^ * (mx-^t)^z * z^ - kvz^ * p^ z * z = 0,(3)
In (3), the coefficient of the highest power of z is constant.
Therefore, there are no asymptotes in this plane parallel to the
2-axis. (3) is the orthographic projection of the intersection upon
the ;fz-plane (y = mx < b) and the surface upon the :)cz-plane. Hence,
the asymptote of the projected curve is the projection of the
asymptote of the curve of intersection. Setting the coefficient of
the highest power of x equal to 0, we have
z - 2d * m^z = 6, (4)
or z = ™- • C5)
m * 1
If we vary b with m, as a constant, we get the same asymptote. This
shows that all parallel plane sections have the same asymptote when
projected on the x^r-plane. If we vary m with b as a constant, we

!^et a pencil of parallel, planes whose base is the line at « in the
;c ;y- p 1 a n e .
))
IV, To place equation (6) I in homogenous coordinates, let
y Y Z
X '= - , V " ~ , 2 = - » Then (6) I becomes
t t t
ZX" - 2vX'U * Y'^Z * Z^ - 2pZU * o^Zt * (x'^Zt'' ' 0. (1)
(1) may be placed in the following form:
Z(X^ * Y^ * Z^ ~ 2vZt) - t(2i:l'' - D^Zt - a^Zt) = 0, {2)
The two equations z=0 andt = satisfy (2'), But z=C,t = is the equatior
of the line at infinity in the ;c:/y-piane as explained in Chapter 11,
Therefore, there is a straight line on this surface at *.
V, Summary of straight lines on this surface,
1. The two coincident lines thru the origin, represented by
equations {x=OfX-0), (5) II,
2. A straight line on the surface at infinity represented by
the equation [f=g . C2) IV.
VI , Let us now consider the infinite systems of circles on
this surface. It can be shown that this surface contains two
infinite systems of circles. Thi^ corresponds to one case mentioned
in the introductory chapter.
Ail planes passing thru the straight line {x=0,n=C) 1(5)11]
cut the surface in circles since the surface is generated by this
system of circles, But, as there are two coincident lines, having
this equation, we may consider this as two infinite, coincident
systems of circles.

CHAPTFK TV. (SUPFACF; TIT.)
This surface, li ke I^is also generated by the intersections
(circles) of correspondini? spheres and planes of a pencil of spheres
and a projective pencil of planes. The center of every sphere (see
Fi5 111) lies in the corresponding plane, tut the pencil of planes
has now as its axis the line 0,Y, in the xy-plane parallel to the f/-
axis. (Fig. Ill) t-ach sphere passes thru the fixed circle C, in the
:5cz~pl ane
.
The pencil of spheres, as in Chapter II (3), is represented by
the following equation
0. (3)
The equation of the pencil of planes is
z = -^-(X - e), (Fig. Ill)
or
iivx * 2ez - 2ep - Xz ^ 0,
and is easily derived from Fi^.c in v;hich
tane =
(2)
D
2
A
- e
^ In order tr.at (1) and (2) be consistent for all values of A, we
oust have
(z - pj^ - (x^
2[vx * e{ z - v)] - z
The locus of points for which this is true is:
= C. (3)
^vx''^ 2ex(z-'PJ o p ^, ( A\
z^ * x"" * - —
-
-
a'' = 0. (4)
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(4) shows that this surface passes thru the absolute of space.
II. Let us now study the various plane sections of this surface.
1, Sections parallel to the yz-plsDe. Let x ' in (T:) above,
^Ve get
* (z ^ p)' - - 0. (1)
(1) represents a circle havint^' as its center (0,v).
Let X = in (3) above, Then
- 2pz^ * (p^'Ol'- 2ae * a' * ) z * 2ap(e - a) = 0, (2)
(2) is a plane cubic.
2, Sections parallel to the Jcjz-plane. Let y in above.
It follows then that
zlx"" * (z - - a^]- 2x[vx * eiz - X))] = 0, (2)
(3) is a plane cubic thru the origin. The geometrical representation
of this is shown in Fig. VIII.
Let y - a. Then
zix''' * a"" * (z ' p)'" - a'^J - 2x{px * e(z - pj \ = 0, (4)
C4) is also a plane cubic thru the origin.
3, Sections in and parallel to the xy-plare.
Let z " ir\ (3) above. Then
~x( px - op) = G',
or X G x = e, (5)
which represents two parallel straight lines in the :ic.y-plane.
Let z = a. Then
^a[x^ * * (a - oj^ - ocM * 2x[px * e(a - v)] = 0, (6)
which represents a conic, l^e desire to find the values of a for
which the conic degenerates into two straight oines. In surface I
this occurs when a = c - a and p * ol (the highest and lowest points
of the section in the jcz- plane). See Fig. VII and equations (10) and
(12) II (Chapter il). i'roiL analogy; we may expect that at the
highest and lowest points in Fig Vll, the conic degenerates into two
lines. Eut these points are not on the r-axis in this section of the
surface. (See Fig. VII) To find them, write the equation of this
curve of intersection in the form
jz^ - 2pz'^ * p'" z * x'" z - c.^z - 2px'^ - 2exz * 2pex = 0, (7)
Let us find the value of dz/dx in (7) above. Differentiating, we have
Bz'^dz - dpzdz * p'''dz * x^' dz * 2xz dx - <x^dz - 4px dx - 2ex dz
4 2ez dx * ^pe dx = 0,
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Therefore
ciz
^
2xz - 4vx - 2ez *^j£e^
dx bz^ - 4pz X* - a* - 2ex
.
II
The values of x and z for which dz/cLx vanishes are the coordinates
of a maximum or minimum for z» dzl dx vanishes when the numerator of
(7) equals 0, This condition, therefore, is
xz X 2px - ez * = 0, (6)
or
, . tl^Sl
.
(8)
z - 2d
The denominator of (7) does not vanish when
ez - Gv
z ' 2p
so that the above condition is sufficient,
We will next substitute the value of x from (9) in (7). This
gives us the values of z for which dz/ dx vanishes. We have
z^( z'''-4vz*4v''J - 2vz'U z'''-4vz*4d'') * z( z^-4pz*4p^
)
* z( e'' z^'2e^ zp + e'^p''' ) - oi^ zi z''''4zp*4p''' ) - 2p( e'" z'' - 2e^p z* e'^p''
)
- 2ez( ez^-epZ' 2pez*2ep''^ J * 2pe( ez^- ep z- 2pez* 2ep^ J = 0, )1C)
Simplifying (10), we have
z" - 6pz* * ( 13p'''e''-0L^ J z'-' * {^12p'^ *4o.^P*4e''p) z
* (^)D*-ia^p^-5e^p^;z * 2e'''p'' = G. (11)
It will be shown later (section 111) that the plane {z = 2p) is
tangent to the surface at Therefore, we expect a highest point
when z = 2p, Let us next divide (z - ^p) into (11) above, ^^e get as
our quotient
2* - 4pz^ * (5v^ - - a'^ylz* * (-2p^ * 2a^p * 2e'''p)z - c^p^= 0.
(12)
(12) is a quartic and we have four more values of z which give us
highest or lowest points. Let us proceed to solve this quartic by
applying Descartes * method. Let
z = u * V (1?)
and substitute this in (12). Then
(u-^d)" - 4v(u*p)'^ * (5p''''e'^'(^'' ) iu-^p)^ - 2( p^- a''' p- e'^p J ( u*tJ - e^p""
= 0. (14)
Simplifying (14) and collecting terms, we get the equation
i^* - f o(^*p^*e^;x^ > tt^p' = C. (16)
*~Dick sonT~ ^1 e^enf ary Yheorij of Equations, (pa^e 42),
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Therefore
(16)
for convenience, let
Therefore, fron, (15) and (16),
2v * fi
z =
(17)
(19)
2v * n
2
(16)
(20)
Equation of the surface (3) I reduces to
(2 - l^py>;c' - 2e(z ~ )dJx * z \(z - p;*^ - a^] = f^. (21)
Substituting (17) in (21), we have
Taking the discriminant of (22), we get
(22)
4-
(2;^)
Expanding and collecting terms, the expression equals zero,
m " 2j3
Therefore, when z - — , the conic degenerates into two straight
lines. These lines pass thru the highest point in the section of the
surface (Fig VIII) and are therefore imaginary lines.
Now, substituting (16) in (21), we have
( * (~—)lJ^ T- ^
2 ^ ^
2 4
V:riting the discriminant of (24), we have the following and,

collecting the terms, the expressi.on vanishes as foliows:
4
Therefore, when z *
lines. Since these two lines pass thru the M
h
e o
t
point A, they are
two real lines.
Next substitute (19) in (21). Then
- (
—
;
—
)x * (—
^
—Jij * ^enx
* ^(r«*e^-a«>*iv7^^^^e'^PwV^^o^ J = 0, (26)
i 4-
Taking the discriminant of (26), we have
4i2r)^m){'^v~m)' ' [ irp^^e*-«^;*lV(a^^p2^e^;^-^a^pM * 4.e'n'^ = 6.(27)
4
Testing (27), the expression Banishes, Therefore, our conic again
degenerates into two straight lines. Since these lines pass thru the
minimum point C (Fig VIJI), they are imaginary lines.
Let us now substitute (2C) in (21). Then
1^ <^
* [ 2(p^*e^-a^;-i/77'™"''^7^7'Q'a^P^^^ 0, (28)
4
The discriminant of (28) is
4{2xi*n)i2V'n) [ ( p^*e'^.a^;./~^"^^^-^™^-la^^ * 4e^n''' = 0. (29)
The above, (2f^) degenerates into two straight lines. Since these line
pass thru iraximum point E, they are real.
Ill, Asymptotes. Let us first get the asymptotes in the plane
y - b. Then from (3) I, we have
F(x,y,zJ = F(x,h,zJ = x^z * y'^z * z^ - 'avz'" * p^z -
- 'zTpx^' 2exz + 2epxz = 0. (1)
The coefficient of the highest power of z is constant. Therefore, we
have no asymptotes parallel to the ?-axis.
Let the coefficient of the highest power of x equal 0, Then
z - ^'P = 0. (2)

Since b is not involved in (.2), alL asyr.ptotes parallel to tht; ;c-axi3
are representel by (^) . The projection of all these asymptotes on the
Je2-plane is represented by. (2), The plane tangent to the surface at «
in the direction of the at/iis, therefore, represented by (2).
Let y = mx * h and we have
F(x,mx*btZ) = x^ z * w^x^'z 2mhxz * b'^ z * z^ - 'zvz'^ * v^z - en''
z
- 2vx^ - 2exz * ^epxz = 0, (5)
In this there is no asymptote parallel to the x-axis. Settin,^ the
coefficient of the highest power of x equal to 0, we have (3) as the
equation of the orthographic projection of the intersection of the
plane (y ^ mx * b) and the cubic surface on the .vz-plane. The
asymptote of this projected curve is the projection of the asymptote
of the curve of intersection. Setting the coefficient of the highest
power of z equal to 0, we have
* 1
As m, which is the slope of the plane y nx + b.to the xz-plane,
varieS; we get a different asymptote for each value of The
totality of these planes constitute a pencil of planes whose base
is the line at infinity in the jsc^z-piane.
IV. To place equation (3) I in homogenous coordinates, again let
_
I
_
Y
_
Z
X - - f y ~ z ' ^ ~ z '
t t t
Then
ZX^ * ZY^ * Z^ - 2pZ^t * v'^Zt^ - a^Zt^ - 2vX^t - 2eXZt * 2epXt'''
= 0. (1)
This may be placed in the form
- ti'^vX'-' * 2eXZ - 2evXt) = 0, (2)
(2) is satisfied by the equation {z = , t = 0), (3)
Since ^ = 6* is the equation of the xy-plane and 1 = is the equation
of the plane at the line at infinity, in the x.y-plane is on this
surface.
V, Summary of lines on surface,
(.1) Line thru the origin perpendicular to the .Yz-plane, (-5) II,
(2) . Line thru the point x = e on the x-axis perpendicular to
the X2-plane. (5) II.
(3) . Two pairs of lines each pair being symmetrical to tne xz~

and f/z-planes. They are snown by equations (2,S) and (2^) H.
(4), The line at infinity in the jc;y-piane. (3) IV,
VI, Systems of circles on this surface.
1. Each plane passing thru the line x = e,z = u) II cuts
the surface in a circle since it is this system of circles which
generates the surface.
2, Let us find another system of circles on this surface. The
equation of the surface is
- 2dz'' * d'^ z * zx'" - 2dx'^ * z - o.''^ z - 2ex{Z'V) = 0. (1)
Consider the pencil of planes whose equation is
^(x.UfZ) = 2dx * 2ez - 2ev - kz = Of (2)
and also the pencil of spheres
\\i(x,y,z) = x''' * * (z-d)"- - Ax = 0, (cij
Let us now consider a new system of surfaces whose equation is
formed as follows:
\v(x,y,z) * \x'^(x,y,z) = x'" * y'" ^ (z-v)''' - - Ax
u(2dx * 2ez - 2ev - A^j = 0, (4)
Evidently (4) is the equation of a system of spheres as |i varies,
A remaining constant. Let us show that each sphere cuts the surface
(1) in a circle and that the plane of this circle passes thru a line
of the surface
.
If we divide (1) by z and subtract (4; from CD, we get
2vx''' 2exiz-v)
, .
,
, \ - n (
_ . \x * 2d\.\.x 2e[xz - ^eup - ^uz = 0, \^^)
z z
,
or
x(2vx * 2ez - 2ev \z) + uzf To-x: 2ez - 2ev - Xz) = 0,.
or
(x * \xz)(2vx * 2ez - 2ev - 'kz) = 0, (6)
Equation (6) shows that, in addition to the plane represented by
2vx * 2ez - 2ev - Az =
the plane represented by
X * \xz = (7)
passes thru the intersection of the spheres and the surface.
Each plane of the pencil, represented by (7) above^passes thru
the line represented by fx = 0;z = or the line thru the origin
perpendicular to the xz-plane and cuts the surface in a circle.
Let us now show that each plane of the pencil, represented by
X * \xz = , cuts the surface in a circle From (7), x = -[xz.
Substitute this value of x in 14) above and we get the otthographic
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projection of this intersection on the yje-piane as foLiows
or
See sketch below:
Let us get the equation of this intersection which is the circle
Cj in the JZ/Z-piane. In transforming (fc)
z ~ z in6 ,
(y)
See figure above. Since the equation of each plane is x * ^z =
1
0,
Nov?
tane
sin6 =
Therefore (&) becomes
tane - -
^ JL
(1 + tan^ej
2 = -
Substituting the values of jj and z from ( IC ) in (6), we have
(10)
(11)
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(11) represents an infinite system of circles on the snrface as u
varies, The planes of these circles have as their axis tne line
(x ' 0, 7 = 0).
3. The two pairs of lines on this surface represented ty (2ft)
and (.29) II correspond to the two pairs of Lines in surface I
(Chapter II) represented by equations (IC ) and (1>^) II. Since each
of the four Lines in Surface i (10) and (Iki), is the axis of a pencil
of planes each of which cuts the surface in a circle,- we may expect
this same to be true with (25) and (29) II (Chapter IV) altno I have
not worked it out analytically.
Hence, we have also six infinite systems of circles on this
surface as on surface I,
VII, Let us next consider the curves of intersection of
Surfaces i and III if they are constructed with the same axes and if
their (common) base elements have the same airaensions,
1, Both curves pass thru the straight line fx = 0, z = 0),
See Chapter II (C) II and Chapter IV, (5) II.
2. Both curves pass thru the circle if'^' * (z ~ v)'" = oc^.
See Chapter II (1) II and Chapter IV, (1) II.
5. Both pass thru the absolute of space f^c = 0, i/ = , z = 0,
* y'^ * z^ = 0), See Chapter 11,(7) I and Chapter IV, (4) I.
4. Let us compare the equations of the two surfaces as follows:
- ^cz* * p^z * x''^ z - 2r)x''^ * y^z - o/" z = 0. [Surface 1}
- '^V)Z^ * D^z * x^z - '^Tpx'^ * li'^ z - a^z - 2e(z-r})x= (/.Surface III
From the form of these two equations, it is clear that, when
z = Dt the two equations reduce to the same equation, Therefore the
two surfaces pass thru the hyperbola
- x'^ - ca^
in the plane z = p.
5. Let us next notice the equation of the tangent plane to
Surface I, The forn; of this equation is
of 3f 'df
(x--xj~^ - (U'UxJt- * iZ'Zj— * (t'tJ^ = 0, (1)
ax dy oz o*
,
Let Xi = a; y ^ = b ; Zx = ; t ^ - ,
a point on the line at infinity.
Surface 1 in homogenous coordinates is
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f ' zx^ ' '^vx^t * zu'^ * z'-" - 21)12.'' * D'^t'z - a^zt" ' U, (2;
df
— » iizx - 4DXt ' 0, (z * 0, t = ^ froft above;.
ox
— = 2zij = 0* (z = U troiL above;
'•^ Co)
^ = x'' * * 3z'' - 4vtz * v^t^ - a^t^ = a'' * b^
Bz
— = - 2tox^ - ^pz * tz - ^(x^z = - ^pa .
Substituting from (3) in (1) above, we get
(x - a)'0 * (y - h)'C * z( a'^ * h''') * t(''2Da''') = 0,
(a^ ^ b'Jz - iQ^ut = 0. (4)
(4) is the tangent plane to the sufface at (a,.h, Q, C),
If we find the equation of the tan/^ent plane to Surface II at
(a, 0, 0), we get exactly the sarje equation as (4). Therefore,
the two surfaces have the same tangent planes at infinity and,
consequently, have two coincident lines in common.
Summary of curves of intersection of the two surfaces:
[x = 0, z = 0.
[x = 0, * iz - v)^ = a^
[t = 0, * * z^ = 0.
[z V, y^ ' x^ = 0.^
.
[The two coincident lines on the tangent plane at infinity.
notice that the sum of the aegrees of these two equations is
nine (9) . This is exactly what we would expect since both surfaces
are of tne third degree.

CHAPTER V (SURFACE IV).
i, This surface is generated by the intersections (circles) of
corresponding' spheres and a projective pencil of planes. The center
of each sphere lies in its corresponding plane. iSee t'ig IV. In this
case; however; the spheres pass thru an imaginsry circle in the
ijz-plane. The pencil of planes has as its axis the lire lY in the
xij-plaue parallel to the y-axis.
The equation of the plane of the imaginarj' circle in the ijz-
plane is
X = 0, (1)
The equation of the point sphere; having its center at (o.,0,x)) is
(x - ^ y'' + (z - Tj)'"- = 0, (2)
Therefore; the equation of the point sphere passing thru the
intersection of (1) aiid {2) is
(x - 0.)'" * y-' ^ (z - v)'" - Kx = 0, Co)
or
. N2a + k ^ ^a+A -
, ,
; ^ - v)" = ( ; - Co;'
Center of each sphere ,0;d;. The equation of -che plane
thru the center of each sphere and having ^ as axiS; is
2a +A
^.
.
,
£ _ ez - vx + ev = 0,
2
or
2vx + 2ez - 2o.z - 2ep - Kz = 0, (-5;
The equation of the surface formed by the pencil of planes (5)
and the pencil of spneres Kc) is as roilovcs:
( X'O. +y^'' + { z-x) -X
kT3x + ^eZ' ^.o.z- ^ev
= 0, (6)
(6) may be placed in the following foric:
2^ + 2:v^_5DV^ + j/^2-i:DZ^+ V Z+ a''"' Z+ 2 eX { 13- Z ) = 0, (7)
z'^+x^ + y^' -^vz+jD^-^a^ + = 0, Kc)
z z
{b) is the equation of a cubic surface which passes thru the
absolute,
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TT. Let us now studv the various oiane sections of this {.encil.
1 . Sec o 10 n in and para L 1 el to t lie pi ane . Let .Y = in •(?)
above a !^ fi we have the equation o 1 t hi e i n t e r s c c t ion o i this surface
rv
* ^ (2 - r ; * = - o.\ (1)
whioh is an iiria^'inarv circle.
[ , p t Y = rj "in ( ) ? 1 1 d v>. e^* t
2"^ * z a^
-
'^VQ '' * ^ z~ '^v z '''' ^v" z* z* 2ea{ z) = 0, {2)
whichi, as o varies, represents all sections parallel to the /yzr pi ane .
2 S p r t f) n "in and n r a 1 1 p I to the v z— olane. Let ii = O.so thiat
z^ * zx^- 2t-)x^-- 2d z'' 'D^ z* Oi^ z* 2ex( V- z ) - C.
which is the intersection of the surface with the xz- pi ane and is a
c u b rl c cubic thru t tt e origin.
Iipt 11 — n "^o thpi'l
z zx'^'" 2]Dx''^ * q'' Z" 2v z * z* o.'^ z* 2 ex ( p-' z ) - G, (4)
As a varies, tliis represents all sections parallel to the jcz-plane
fl n ri "! «; a c ii t) "i c thru the o r i i n .CLilV_i. ^. O C* WUk/.*. \^ will LA Ul'V- V X .1, ^ .1. 1 1 »
7=0 Then
(:)c = 6, X = ej f
which represent the equations of two parallel straigh t lines i. n the
X V- D 1 an e .
(n-2r.)x^ * 2e(v-aJx * au^ a"^ - 21) a" * a * cx'a = 0, (6)
represents, as o varies, all sections of the surf ace parallel
tn thp Y7/-.r)lanp ftfiri parh sectioTi ip a conic.
TTT A<^vmntotPs FLace h for -Euin (7). Ihen
F(z X I J = z^*zx'''-2vx^*t-^z-2vz^'^v^z*ot.^z*2ex(D-2J = 0, (1)
^*'e shall now get the asymptotes to the surface in the plane jj = b
.
Since the coefficient of the highest power of z is constant, there
is no asyciptcte parallel to the z-axis, Set the coeff icient of the
highest power of x equal to and we have the asycipto te parallel
to the :<:- axi s , It i
s
z - 2v = 0. (2)
Since b does not occur in (2), the projection on th^e >:zrplane of all
asymptotes parallel to the A:-axis is represented by {2),
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Let 11 - mx •> V in (7). Then
¥ { z, X, ri,x*V ) = * zx^ ' ^vx'^ * ( m'^x''' *'iimlx*h'^ ) i.- i.v ^v'' z + a'^ z* '^exi z) =0 ^ ^.
The only asymptotes are those parallel to the ;c-axis and are lound
by placing the coefiicient of the highest power of x equal to
as foil o>vs :
z ^ * m^z = 0, z =
~zi> •
2v
(0) is the orthographic projection of the intersection of the plane
{\! - nix * b ) and the surface upon the x2:-plane. Pence, the asymptote
of the projected curve is the projection of the asymptote of the
curve of intersection. If we vary ^ r.ith w as a constanti we get
the same asymptote. If we vary w with b as a constant, we get a
pencil of parallel planes whose base is the line at infinity in the
:c.fy- pi ane .
IF, To place (.7) I in homogenous coordinates, let
X ¥ Z
^
X = ~. V z = Then
t t t
(1) may be written as follows:
Z( Z^*X'^*Y''~lr)Zt) * t[p'^Zt'kp7/''-^o.'''Zt*:.eI(vt-Z)\ = C. {'^)
(2) is satisfied by (Z - 0,t = 0), l::^ince Z = G is the equation of
the :!ri;-plane and t = is the equation cf the line at infinity, the
line at infinity in the x.;'-plane is on the surface.
There are three real lines on Surface IV as follows.*
(1) . z = 0, X = C,
(2) z = CJ, X = e,
(3) 2 = 6', t = 0,
VI. Infinite systems of circles on the surface.
(1) Each plane passing thry the line (x = e, z = C) (5) II cuts
the surface in a circle since it is this system of circles which
generates the surface,
{2), Let us find another infinite system of circles. Consider
the pencil of planes whose equation, as A varies, is
^'(x,ij,z) = 2vx + 2ez ' 2az - 2ev - \z = 0, (!)
Also, consider the equation representing the pencil of spheres as
\])(x,y,zj = Ix - a.)'^ * y"- * (z - v ) - Xx = 0. (2)

4r.
Ve shall rext I'ortii a cysteDi of spheres as follows:
^(x,}j,z) * ii(fix,ij,z) » (x-a)'' * ii'" * (Z'f))'" - Kx
* \jL ( ^DX* 2ez-^oiz- ^epr-^zj = 0, (i;)
Let n vary while A remarins constant. Let us next show that each
sphere cuts the surface (.7) I in a circle and that the plane of this
circle passes thru a line of ttie surface. It we divide (7) I (the
equation of the surface] z and subtract (I) fron. it, we i^e*.
iiDx^ '^exiv- z)
^ ^
^
.
.
- 2(xx-Ax*LDUx->-^'euZ'^0L[iZ''^e[xV'^ixz - 0, (4;
z z
Clearing (4) of fractions and factoring the resulting expression,
we have
xi 2vx* '^iez-'^OLz-'^ev-f^z) * \izi 2vx*2ez-2o.Z'2eD-'Kz) = 0,
or
{X * \LzJl2vx * 2ez - 20.Z - 2ev - >^z) - 0, (5)
Rquatipn (5) shows that each plane, represented by ( x * ilz = Ot,
passes thru the intersection of the sphere and surface,
(x * U2 = G) represents, as u varies, the system of planes thru
the line of the surface, representea by :5c = 0, z = 0,
Let us next show that each plane of the pencil represented by
x * uz = 0, cuts the surface in a circle. From this equation
X = - [iz. Place this value of x in the equation of the surface and
we have
^.i'^ z'"^ * 2(x.Mz * <x'^ * If''' + z'"^ - 2r)z + v'" * Aiij? - icM^^r
+ 2e\iz - 2auz - 2e\xv - ^\xz = 0,
or
(U^*l)z^ - 2{ v^r)^^- euJ z * = -fa^'^D^j * 2euv, (6)
(6) is the or tho ^'r aphic projection of the intersection of the plane
of the pencil on the .i/j?.-plane. Let us get the equation of this
curve in the plane of intersection, To make this transformation, we
have shown in Chapter IV [{9),{1C) VI] that the following equations
will make this change,
,
t7)
Substituting (7) in (6), we get
2 i- . ...... z ^ = -(a-^^p^; + 2€\.w. (&)
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M varies, (^0 representr; another systen: of circLes on the surtsct;.
Surface IV therefore contains two distinct systens of circles,
VIT. V.e shall novK study the curves of intersection of Surface
ana Surface IV if they have the same axes and their comrLon tase
eleUiCnts have the same dimensions.
1, Both surfaces contain the line (x = 0, z = C), Chapter III,
(fO II and Chapter V, U'') II .
ii.Both surfaces contain the imaginary circle represented by
LI/" * - = - oc*]. See Chapter III, CI) II and Chapter V, (1) II.
3. both surfaces pass thru the absolute. See Chapter 111,(6) I
and Chapter V, (t ) I
.
4. Let us now study the tangent planes at infinity on the
surface. If the surface is placed in homogenous coordinates, the
equation of the tangent plane is as follows:
Represent the point on the line at infinity as follows:
Surface II ir homogenous coordinates is
r— = -^zx - 4-Vxt and r— = 0, (a,l;,0,OJ,
B.r ox I
(S)
~- = Lijz and t-;- = 0, (a,h,0,0),
-~ = 3z^*x''*ij''-4vzt*v'''t^''->-a'''t^ and z— = a''' f
'bz dz^
bf
.
- BTi
— =
-kvx'^-2vz''*2i:)'' zt-^'^cn" zt and :r— = ^'^vn"
Substituting (3) in (1) we get
(x - aJO * {y - bJO * Iz - Oj(a^ * t"") ^ it - 0J(-2va^) = 0,
'^^ (q' ^ b^Jz - 2vG^t = 0. (4)
(4) is the equation of the plane tangent to the surface at (a,h,0,0).
If we ,by the same process, find the tangent plane to Surface
iV at the same point, it turns out that IV has the sair.e tangent as (2),
Since the two surfaces are tangent to each other, they have
two lines in common at infinity.

4 b
b. The equHtnons ol' ihe two nurtaces are as t'ollowF:
2 3 zx" - 'Jjjx^ II ''^ z - l^p^''' * 0*2- * a^s- * U. C-nrface II)
* zx^ - ivx''' * y'^z - Ldz''' * v'" z * o.''' z * ^ex(v - z) = 0,
iCSurface IV).
We notice that when z = n, the two surfaces reduce to the same form.
Therefore, the two fic:^^ nave a curve of intersection in this
plane. Letting z = d ir\ either of the equations we get
* Dx'' - 2vx''' > vij'' ' I'P" * D'' * a^r = G,
or
x' - =
Let us now give a suEmary of these curves of intersection,
(a) , X = 0, z = 0,
(b) . X = u, y'' * (z - d)'' = -
(c) . f = 0, x" > y'^ * z'' = G.
Cd) . y/jc two coincident lines on the vlane at infinity,
(e), z = V, x" - y''' = a^.
We notice that the sum of tt;e degrees of these equations is
nine. This is exactly what we would expect since both are cubic
surfaces, Kowever, the circle of intersection (b) is imaginary.

CIIAPTEP VI (FUBFAC? V).
I. This surface, like the preceding ones, is generated by a
pencil of spheres and a projective pencil of planes, eacli sphere
having ity center on the corresponding plane, Towever, in this case,
each sphere of the pencil passes thru the point circle A in the yz^
plane, ?ee plane sketch below:
z
K'rotn the figure above, the equation of this pencil of spheres,
as X varies, is
(x - \)'' * n'"- ^ (z - v)'' = A%
or
x''' *
y'" * (z - X))''- - 2Xx = G,
Also, the equation of thig2 pencil of planes is
2
_
D
or
A =
vx
(1)
(2)
(3)
Substituting (3) in (1) (thus elicinating A), we get
* ( z - pj'''\z - ^vx'" = 0, (4)
II. Let us now determine the straight lines on this surface,
1, Let z = in (4) above. Then
2vx^ = 0, or x = andx = G, (1)
(.1) represents two coincident lines in the x.y-plane.
2, By placing the equation of the surface in homogenous form,
we can easily show, as in the preceding proLleniS, that the line at
infinity in the jjf.zy-pl ane is on this surface,
3, Let 2 = D in (4) above. Then

.V*'
- jc^ = Ci or - ;c = C and .zy * X = 0, (2)
Here v.'e have two straight lines on the surface in the piane z = ».
The above sketch will show that there is a singular point at A,
Let us find the slope of the curve in the :x-2-plane above at
the point A, Placing^ = in (.4) I; we get
( Z ' VJ'" 2X1 - z
Placing z = D in (3) above, we get
X
_
^iD - D
_
V
Then
J? t/
(the slope of the curve at A) = *1,
X
(4)
which shows that the two branches of the curve intersect each other
at right angles.
Let us now find the equation of the tangent plane at any point
on either of the lines (x = y, z = vj or (x = -.i/, z = vJ, The
equation of this tangent plane is
ox dy oz
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f is the po.lynorc.ial which, when equated to zero, gives the equation
of the surface. Then
— = '^xz - 4vx = 2dXx - 4pxx = -icJJi at (Xi,iii,pJ,
g
^
— = 2hz = ?'t (xj_,}jj_,v),
— = 3z^ - 4vz * v'^ * x" * y'''= x'i .Vi-^t (xj^.y^,}:)).
'bz
Substituting these values of the partial derivative in (5)
above, we get
'2vXx(X''X-i,) * 2vut(y-yi) * ixl^yl) ( z-v) = 0, (6)
which is the equation of this tangent plane. If we let i = x^,
which is the case with the line y = x, we have
'2vXx(x'Xx) * ^Dy^iy-yJ * 2xI(z-g) = 0, (6)
or
d( X - y) - Xi'-( z - d) = C,
which is the equation of the tangent plane at any point (xi^yi)
of the line {x = y, z = v). Equation (6) shovis that there is a
different tangent plane at every point of the line. In a similar
manner it may be shown that the tangent plane at points along the
line (x * y = 0, z = x)) changes.
The plane x = y cuts the surface in a curve whose pro J ec ticn
is
2x'Uz ^ pj * (z - vj^z = 0, (7)
which shows plainly that z = p and y = x is a part of the inter sectioHi
The rest is the conic
2X-'' * (z - v)z = 0, (8)
If we turn the plane x = y thru 45° about the 2-axis-,- i,e,, putting
z = z' and ;>£: = x^ /\/2, (&) beconies j,
x'" * z*' - Dz' = 0, or x'' * f2 - = -7, (9)
2 4
which represents a circle in the plane x = y with p (see figure) as
its diameter. The same is true for any other plane thru the line
(x = y, z = v) and likewise with the line (x •- -y, z = p). This is
in agreement with results obtained above.
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